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The Oregon Liquor Control Commission is providing the following information to recreational 

marijuana licensees. 

The bulletin is part of OLCC’s compliance education. It is important that you read it, and understand it. If 

you don’t understand it please contact the OLCC for help. 

Failure to understand and follow the information contained in this bulletin could result in the loss 

of your recreational marijuana license.  

Bulletin CE2021-02 covers the following issues: 

 Recording Average Harvest Weights in Metrc

 Virtual Transfer Request Form

Changes to Save Licensees’ Time 

OLCC has recently adopted two changes related to Metrc that are aimed at saving licensees time. 

The first change is an allowance for licensees to record harvests as an average plant weight, rather than the 

specific weight of each individual harvested plant. An upcoming system change in Metrc, explained below, 

will make this reporting for licensees even easier. 

The second change is the adoption of a web form to request OLCC assistance in correcting package transfer 

errors. The Virtual Transfer Form was created to help guide licensees in providing the required information 

allowing OLCC staff to correct packages in Metrc in less time. 

The virtual transfer process corrects errors made during package transfers. Previously licensees emailed 

requests for OLCC staff to perform virtual transfers. These emails were often missing key information which 

led to delays in processing the requests.  

Average Harvest Weight 
Metrc Harvest Template supports this rule change 

In July 2021, OLCC amended OAR 845-025-7580 was amended to read: 

“(5) The wet weight of each harvested marijuana plant may be entered as the mean average of the 
plants being harvested. The mean average shall be calculated as the sum total wet weight of the 
plants being entered into CTS as an individual group divided by the number of plants in that group.” 

Since that time, licensees have been permitted to manually calculate the average harvest weight for plants 

being harvested as a group in Metrc. An upcoming system change in Metrc will allow licensees to enter the 

single total harvest weight of the group of plants, and the system will auto-apply the mean average to each 

individual plant. 

https://secure.sos.state.or.us/oard/viewSingleRule.action?ruleVrsnRsn=278877


Steps to have Metrc automatically calculate the individual plant weights: 

 Go to the Plants- Flowering screen.  

 Select the plants you are harvesting. 

o You can select multiple plants by holding down the control key while clicking on each plant.  

o If multiple plants are in a row on the screen click the first plant then click shift while clicking 

on the last plant being selected. 

 Click the Manicure or Harvest button, whichever is applicable for the harvest. 

 Enter Total Weight at the top of the template and click the grey checkbox. The individual plant 

weights are now filled in.  

 

 
Figure 1: Total Weight Entered into the Template 

 



Figure 2: Average Weight Calculated for Each Plant 

 
 If you make a mistake and need to reenter the total weight you will need to click  the check next to 

total weight twice, the first time turns from green to grey. Clicking the grey check will then fill in 

the individual plant weights. 

 If you add or remove a plant from the template the numbers auto-update without needing to click 
the check mark. 

 

Once the feature is live in Metrc, licensees and employees may “test run” the functionality in the Metrc XP 

training sandbox environment. To sign up for Metrc XP, go to xp.metrc.com; more information about Metrc 

XP can be found on the Oregon Metrc Wiki. 

 

Virtual Transfer Request Form 
Online Form has replaced previous email directions 
 
The use of virtual transfers are limited and require OLCC approval. The use of virtual transfers does not 

substitute for a licensee’s due diligence in reporting information into CTS accurately. Virtual transfers 

are approved by the OLCC when one licensee has a package physically while another licensee has 

control of the package in Metrc. Virtual transfers are not approved when product or tags need to 
physically change locations. Virtual transfers do not correct product categories or quantity errors. 
 

Virtual  transfer requests should only be submitted using the Virtual Transfer Request Form. The first step 
in requesting a Virtual Transfer is to obtain a ticket number from Metrc Support (support@metrc.com). 
Metrc will reply to you with the ticket number and the link for the Virtual Transfer Request Form. Virtual 
transfers will not be completed without all required information.  

 

Upon submission of the form you will receive a confirmation email (please check your spam folder). OLCC 
staff are typically able to complete the transfer within one business day. Requests with large numbers of 
packages take more time to complete as packages are moved individually. Requests are completed in the 
order they are received. You will be contacted to clarify information if the form is incorrectly completed. 

https://xp.metrc.com/
https://wiki-or.metrc.com/metrc-experience
https://forms.office.com/Pages/ResponsePage.aspx?id=fvjHqQys_EW8EkgK0LTvRHGMef_eW7lHqAzXx1iiFNtURThXV1QwWDFVNERBQzVMVUU5UUVTOVpMVy4u
mailto:support@metrc.com


Your request is moved to the bottom of the queue while we wait for your response. Once the transfer has 
been completed OLCC staff will notify the submitter. 

 
Questions? 

 

 If you have any questions about these changes or this Bulletin please send them to: 

marijuana.cts@oregon.gov. 

mailto:%20marijuana.cts@oregon.gov
mailto:%20marijuana.cts@oregon.gov



